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1. Introduction
This deliverable documents the main features of the INFU open web-platform –
www.innovationfutures.org – and describes the efforts related to Task 7.2 (Interactive
web-platform) of work package 7 (Dissemination and Communication) of the INFU project.
In particular, it will describe:
• Development of an extra module for distant experts interviews on amplifications;
• Update of the dissemination strategy through the use of trailer movies;
• Updates and improvements from the beta INFU website.

2. Development of an extra module for distant experts
interviews on amplifications
Within work package 2 (Amplifying the signals) and work package 3 (Explorative Dialogue) of the INFU project various experts have been involved in the development and
assessment of the innovation visions. In order to support the experts' interview about the
INFU Amplifications, an extra web-module has been developed between Fraunhofer ISI
and SDS
It supported the interview process based on the following steps:
1. Presentation of the 10 min. Amplification movie to give the respondent an overview
of the Weak Signals of change in innovation patterns and the 19 Amplifications extrapolated form them:
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2. Review of the 19 Amplifications one-by-one through web questionnaire showing an
introduction page:

An on each page (see screenshot below) the following features have been incorporated:
a.
b.
c.

d.

a key image of the Amplification;
the text of the comment of the Amplification from the movie in written form;
a series of 5 assessment scales asking the respondent to assess the Amplification on the six grades scale on the following dimensions:
- Clarity (from 'clear' to 'unclear' + 'no comment');
- Newness (from 'new' to 'familiar' + 'no comment');
- Impact (from 'high impact' to 'low impact' + 'no comment');
- Desirability (from 'desirable' to 'non desirable' + 'no comment');
- Likelihood (from 'likely' to 'unlikely' + 'no comment');
a "Do you have further comments?" box.
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Finally, the interview web module was linked to a database collecting all respondents' answers and allowing all kind of computation for analysis.
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Since not all of the interviews have been conducted online, a paper version of the web
questionnaire has been created, too.
Interviews were then conducted face-to-face for more convenience or other reasons considering the availability of the respondent or its willingness/familiarity with web questionnaires. The amplification movie was played on a screen and the respondent was answering based on the paper copy. His/her assessments were then added to the database
documenting the results of the survey.
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In addition, the amplification movie was presented on the front page of the INFU web
platform with direct link to the interview web-module to facilitate access to the respondent
and giving access to potential other interested participants.
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3. Update of the dissemination strategy through the use
of trailer movies
The initial intention in the INFU Description of Work (DoW) was to create an open webplatform offering:
- distant collaboration facilities (e.g. media space for simultaneous work and interviews with external experts);
- social computing tools (e.g. a wiki supporting on-line interviews, blog supporting
sub-interest groups discussion).
Within the 20 months since the INFU beta website was launched, the INFU research project meet great interest in the scientific community and beyond. The consortium noticed in
particular interest in the outputs with high visibility such as the INFU amplification movie
that allow to get a quick overview of the research project progress by observers lacking of
time. Informal feedbacks the INFU consortium gets about the amplification movie tend to
demonstrate that:
• the movie was recommended by observers of the INFU research project (i.e. link
to the movie sent by mails to peers...);
• the movie was a good 'ambassador' of the research to other communities of interests (e.g. promotion of a series of INFU events at the LIFT 11 conference aiming
at identifying and anticipating current and emerging usages of digital technologies,
Marseille, 6-8 July 2011);
• movie as quick and easy format was a good access point to introduce the INFU
research project and induce visitors to browse the website and take a closer look
at material produced;
Thus, the INFU consortium decided to build on the success of the movie format as a dissemination strategy:
• the INFU Amplification movie was re-edited. The initial amplification movie has
been produced in April 2010 as a support to prompt the conversation with experts
and introduce the interview sessions. It was not meant to be a self-stranding dissemination support. Therefore the initial INFU amplification movie has been
reedited in a shorter more dynamic version (October 2011). A new professional
voiceover has been recorded on purpose.
Initial version: http://vimeo.com/10891089
New version: http://vimeo.com/21441608
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•

A second INFU movie has been produced to show an overview of the 8 different
Mini-panel Visions developed. This movie has been developed in the continuity of
the Amplification movie with the same visual aesthetics and as a following in order
to produce a series that can be presented one after the other.
The INFU Mini-panel Vision movie has been installed on the INFU web platform in
2 forms:
o as a complete 7 min. movie;
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o

as a series of 8 shortcuts presenting each one of the Mini-panel result plus
a ninth shortcut presenting the conclusion of the 8 Mini-panels experiences.
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4. Updates and improvements from the beta INFU website
As reminder the INFU beta website was designed to provide different features according
to different types of use:
• for anonymous user : a public area, free of access, which provides a project presentation, a description of the consortium and the possibility to contact the INFU
team.
• for consortium users: a private area with restricted access thought as a private
collaborative platform for a consortium of research : in this area, consortium
members can upload and download documents; deposit deliverables ; share administrative documents ; view internal news and share pictures.
• A semi-public area: during a research project some work in progress can be open
to various experts who can share their views without being registered as a consortium member. These works in progress can be then progressively open lo a larger
public. For example, the interview web-module describe above was located in this
area to facilitate free access to respondents but without constituting a real public
resource.
After 20 month of use by the consortium and external contributors (i.e. respondents to the
interviews; participants to the various workshops all along the project; external observers;
etc...) the INFU web platform reveal to function accurately and only minor changes and
updates have been done. They are listed hereafter for record.
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1. Update of the main INFU outputs promoted on the front page (i.e. INFU Amplification
movie and related interview web-module; INFU Mini-panels Visions...):
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2. Reorganisation of the button side bar (i.e. alignment and clarification of button names):
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3. Creation of a specific page for Mini-panel Visions:
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4. Creation of a specific page for Scenarios:
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5. Creation of a specific page for Scenario Assessment:
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6. Creation of a specific page for Videos to facilitate access to the video movies.
(See more comment on video movies in paragraph 3 above.)
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